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Hillary Clinton: Warmonger for the Bankster Elite
Next president owned by the same banks and corporations as Obama and
Bush
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Unfortunately, it takes the media mouthpiece of the Russian government to tell the truth
about Hillary Clinton and the War Party.

You’ll  never  get  the  truth  from  the  U.S.  government’s  media  mouthpiece  who  self-
righteously and disingenuously claim they are independent and “fair and balanced” (cue
laugh track).

Clinton,  of  course,  is  no  different  than  your  garden  variety  Republican,  including  the  any
number  of  neocons.  All  of  them are  propped  up  by  the  military-industrial-intelligence
complex and the banksters who run the show and who laughingly pretend we all live in a
pluralistic democracy. Of course, anybody who has more than two brain cells to rub together
and is not in serious denial knows we live in an authoritarian plutocracy run for the sake of a
small clique of mega-rich and powerful global internationalists.

Clinton will be the Democrat contender for the position of teleprompter reader. Jeb Bush will
probably be the Republican choice to play the political equivalent of musical chairs. The
ruling elite has decided it wants to stick with the Bush-Clinton dynasty for the foreseeable
future.

Hillary is preferable because the elite are keen on making sure all criticism and political
activism  is  either  marginalized  or  written  off  as  hatred  and  thus  not  only  dismissible,  but
worthy of a violent response by government. Criticism of Hillary will be deemed sexist the
same way serious criticism of Obama is now considered racist.

In addition, Hillary’s confrontational and ugly personality will be described as an admirable
attribute indicative of a strong leader the same way the psychopathic personalities of her
male counterparts are described as the attribute of  masters of  statecraft  (the word is
synonymous with bombing small helpless nations and bailing out transnational banks).

It really is too bad RT had to run this piece. The Russian government, of course, is as
authoritarian and violent, and in some instance more so, than the government ruling the
United States.  Anti-Russian propaganda disseminated by alphabet networks owned and
operated by an interlocking directorship dominated banks and transnational corporations
point out Russia’s flaws on a daily basis.

Everything  we  see  on  television,  an  increasingly  on  the  internet,  “often  surpasses
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expectations  of  media  subservience  to  government  propaganda,”  as  Edward  S.
Herman noted nearly two decades ago. Only the alternative media, which naturally suffers
from its own flaws, is free to tell the truth.

As an arm of the state, RT has its own propaganda agenda. Part of that agenda is pointing
out the indisputable fact the U.S. government is owned and operated by banks and large
corporations. For pointing out what the corporate media in this country is forbidden to
mention, we can be thankful. On the other hand, we should be wary and mistrustful of RT
and any other propaganda organ of the state.
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